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Abstract

We propose a four-party password authenticated inter-
domain key exchange protocol which makes use of proper-
ties of identity-based cryptography and secret public keys.
Being password-based and certificate-free, our protocol is
lightweight and is suited to lightweight computing environ-
ments, such as pervasive computing. Apart from resistance
against offline and active attacks, our protocol addition-
ally provides perfect forward secrecy. We provide heuristic
analysis of various security properties. Performance com-
parisons against other related protocols show that our pro-
tocol is efficient.
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cryptography, password, secret public key.

1 Introduction

The classic mutually authenticated key exchange be-
tween two communicating parties aims to confirm that they
each know who the other party is, and that they share a ses-
sion key at the end of a key exchange protocol. In this pa-
per, we study the case of inter-domain authenticated key
exchange between lightweight devices, such as pervasive
computing devices with user input interfaces. Succinctly,
the goal of an inter-domain authenticated key exchange pro-
tocol is to address cross-domain authentication and key es-
tablishment between two users registered under two distinct
authentication servers.

For example, let’s suppose that each hospital has its own
authentication domain, under which all its staff are regis-
tered. A medical consultant (i.e. entityA), working in Hos-
pital X , visits HospitalY carrying a PDA. He speaks to a
surgeon (i.e. entityB) in Y , on his way from an operating
theatre, who is also carrying a PDA, and they decide they
need to exchange some clinical information quickly. We
assume a path exists forA to access his own authentica-

tion serverSA throughY ’s wireless network. The entities
have not meta priori. They do not know whether the other
is accredited with an authentication server which their own
authentication server recognizes.A needs to initiate a pro-
tocol, which when completed successfully, would indicate
to A thatB is properly accredited by a password to his au-
thentication serverSB , and thatSB is in fact a server that
is recognized and trusted bySA. Currently, this type of key
exchange appears to be under-researched.

Related Work. The recent work of Yeh and Sun [12] re-
minds us of the relevance of inter-domain authentication
protocols. They proposed two four-party password-based
authenticated key establishment protocols, which are based
on key transport and key agreement techniques, respec-
tively. While the proposals attempt to address issues of
inter-domain authentication, they suffer from some limita-
tions. Firstly, their proposals were based on the assump-
tion that the users have access to their respective authen-
tication servers’ public keys. This implies the need for a
public key infrastructure (PKI) to distribute and verify the
servers’ public keys for the clients. This is a significant re-
quirement for standard password-based authentication pro-
tocols which may be acceptable for certain networked ap-
plications, but less desirable for lightweight computing en-
vironments. Secondly, Yeh and Sun claimed that their pro-
tocols satisfy the property of forward secrecy. However,
they have not taken the authentication servers’ long-term
private keys into consideration. The exposure of an authen-
tication server’s long-term private key could trivially reveal
its users’ passwords, and for their KTAP protocol (derived
from the key transport technique), even past session keys.

Kerberos [10] is another solution to inter-domain
password-based authentication. It is known for its
efficiency since it employs symmetric cryptographic
techniques. However, purely symmetric key management
for inter-domain secure communications is non-trivial and
not scalable. In [13], a PKI-supported initial authentication



in Kerberos was proposed to improve the scalability of
Kerberos. However, deployment of PKI at the client side
within lightweight environments is, again, not desirable.

In this paper, we investigate the potential roles of
identity-based cryptography (IBC) [2, 11] which can be ex-
ploited to overcome the aforementioned issues. In particu-
lar, we extend the recent proposal of identity-based secret
public keys1 (ID-SPK) by Lim and Paterson [9] to devise
an identity-based four-party password authenticated key ex-
change (ID-4-PAKE) protocol. The concept of identity-
based secret public keys, which was descended from Gong
et al.’s work [5] on secret public keys, combines the use
of passwords and identifiers in the IBC setting. Hence, an
identity-based secret public key can only be constructed by
a party who knows the associated password. Our contribu-
tions can be summarized as follows:

• Functionality : We present an identity-cum-password-
based inter-domain key exchange protocol. This is
a novel application of IBC. It requires only minimal
communication bandwidth, because IBC is certificate-
free, and small key sizes can be used.

• Technical Novelty: The deployment of an identity-
based cryptographic schemegenerallyrequires distri-
bution of system parameters, and thus an infrastructure
such as a PKI at the client side, is required for the users
to authenticate these parameters. We show that our
protocol overcomes this requirement, i.e. a client-side
PKI is not required in our protocol. We achieve this
by masking authentication servers’ ephemeral Diffie-
Hellman (DH) values with user passwords in a proto-
col run; these DH values are then extracted by clients
and used to construct identity-based secret public keys
(ID-SPKs) [9]. The messages encrypted using these
identity-based secret public keys can be decrypted by
the intended authentication servers only if they hold
the correct user passwords. Due to this observation,
the servers’ public parameters and the ephemeral DH
values need not be authenticated before use in our pro-
tocol setting.

• Usability: Our protocol requires users to remember
only their respective passwords. Hence, it is PKI-free
at the client end. It is convenient and user-friendly
because our clients do not have to obtain and verify
public key certificates of their respective authentica-
tion servers.

• Improved Security: Unlike the Yeh-Sun proposals
which do not provide the property of forward secrecy,

1A secret public key is no different from a conventional public key
except that it is only known among the intended parties.

we show that it is possible to retain such forward se-
crecy in an inter-domain authenticated key exchange
protocol. In our protocol, the compromise of a server’s
long-term secret does not reveal the user password nor
past session keys. We also provide heuristic security
analyses to demonstrate that our protocol possesses
various standard security properties.

Organisation. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we review the basic concepts of identity-based cryp-
tography. In Section 3, we describe the architecture re-
quired to support our protocol, which is then presented in
Section 4. In Section 5, we give some security analyses of
our proposal. In Section 6, we compare our proposal to re-
lated protocols.

2 Identity-Based Cryptography

Identity-based cryptography (IBC) was first introduced
by Shamir [11]. Recently, there has been an increased in-
tensity in research on IBC. This was mainly due to the sem-
inal discovery of a practical and secure identity-based en-
cryption (IBE) scheme by Boneh and Franklin [2]. Their
scheme uses pairings over elliptic curves. In the identity-
based setting, a user’s public key can be constructed based
on an identifier, such as the user’s identity or email address,
and the matching private key can be obtained from a trusted
third party called the private key generator (PKG).

In what follows, we provide more details of pairings.
We also sketch the Boneh and Franklin IBE scheme of [2],
which we will use in our proposal.

Pairings. Let G1 and G2 be two groups of orderq for
some large primeq, whereG1 is an additive group andG2

denotes a related multiplicative group. A pairing in the con-
text of IBC is a functionê : G1 × G1 → G2 with the
following properties.

• Bilinear: GivenP, Q, R ∈ G1, we have

ê(P, Q + R) = ê(P, Q) · ê(P, R) and

ê(P + Q,R) = ê(P, R) · ê(Q,R).

Hence, for anya, b ∈ Z
∗

q , ê(aP, bQ) = ê(abP, Q) =
ê(P, abQ) = ê(aP, Q)b = ê(P, Q)ab.

• Non-degenerate: There exists aP ∈ G1 such that̂e(P, P ) 6=
1.

• Computable: If P, Q ∈ G1, ê(P, Q) can be efficiently com-
puted.

For anya ∈ Z∗q andP ∈ G1, we writeaP as the scalar
multiplication (or point multiplication) of group elementP

by integera. Typically, G1 is obtained as a subgroup of



the group of points on a suitable elliptic curve over a fi-
nite field, G2 is obtained from a related finite field, and̂e
obtained from the Weil or Tate pairing on the curve. Note
that a scalar multiplicationaP can be computed very effi-
ciently. However, the problem of findinga when givenaP

is believed to be intractable, when the curve is appropriately
chosen. This problem is known as the elliptic curve discrete
logarithm (ECDL) problem.

The Boneh-Franklin IBE Scheme. The following four
algorithms underpin Boneh and Franklin’s IBE scheme [2].

SETUP: Given a security parameterk ∈ Z
+, the algorithm:

1. specifies two groupsG1 andG2 of orderq, and a pair-
ing ê : G1 × G1 → G2;

2. chooses an arbitrary generatorP ∈ G1;

3. defines four cryptographic hash functions,H1 :
{0, 1}∗ → G

∗

1, H2 : G
∗

2 → {0, 1}n for somen,
H3 : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → Z

∗

q , andH4 : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}n; and

4. picks a master secrets ∈ Z
∗

q at random and computes
the matching public component assP .

The system or public parameters are
〈q, G1, G2, ê, n, P, sP, H1, H2, H3, H4〉.

EXTRACT: This algorithm extracts a private keysH1(ID) when
given an arbitrary identifier string ID∈ {0, 1}∗.

ENCRYPT: To encrypt a messagem ∈ {0, 1}n under an identi-
fier ID, the public key used isQID = H1(ID). The algo-
rithm selects a randomz ∈ {0, 1}n and setsr = H3(z, m).
The resulting cipertext is then set to bec = 〈U, V, W 〉 =
〈rP, z⊕H2(g

r), m⊕H4(z)〉, whereg = ê(QID , sP ) ∈ G2.

DECRYPT: To decrypt a ciphertextc = 〈U, V, W 〉 encrypted us-
ing the identifier ID, the private key used issQID ∈ G

∗

1.
If U /∈ G

∗

1, reject the ciphertext. The plaintextm is then
recovered by performing the following steps:

1. computeV ⊕ H2(ê(sQID, U)) = z;

2. computeW ⊕ H4(z) = m; and

3. setr = H3(z, m), if U 6= rP , reject the ciphertext,
otherwise acceptm as the decryption ofc.

The SETUP and EXTRACT algorithms are run by a PKG
within a domain. As in all identity-based schemes and not
just in the Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme, all the users within
a domain are assumed to share the same system param-
eters, i.e.〈q, G1, G2, ê, n, P, sP, H1, H2, H3, H4〉. In the
identity-based setting, each PKG must distribute its param-
eter set to its usersa priori. While most of the compo-
nents of these parameters can be fixed and made public,
and thus require no further authenticity verification, there
exists a component,sP , which is mathematically tied to
the PKG’s master secrets. The failure of authenticating a

PKG’s parameter set generally could allow a trivial man-
in-the-middle attack. We will show that in our protocol, the
server’s public component does not need to be authenticated
for resisting the man-in-the-middle attack.

3 Architecture

Here, we describe the architecture and trust hierarchy
that we employ in our proposal. We assume that all the
system parameters used in the Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme
〈q, G1, G2, ê, n, P, H1, H2, H3, H4〉 except sP are fixed
and bootstrapped in the system. All new users/devices are
assumed to be initialized with these fixed parameters. This
allows each authentication server to transmit only a server-
specific value, i.e.sP , across the network (henceforth, we
refer to a public component as a server-specificsP value).
This represents a trade-off between savings in communica-
tion costs and lack of flexibility in supporting groups de-
rived from different elliptic curves. The use of different
curves and groups to achieve different levels of security is
implementation-dependent, and thus will not be further dis-
cussed here.

Figure 1. Architecture and trust hierarchy.

Our identity-based architecture consists of three tiers, as
shown in Figure 1. We now briefly describe the key man-
agement aspect of our architecture.

• Tier 1: At this tier, there exists a root PKG which
owns a public components0P , of whichs0 is the cor-
responding master secret. The root PKG issues daily
private keys to authentication servers at tier 2 using the
EXTRACT algorithm. These private keys correspond
to public keys of the formH1(SA‖date) for authenti-
cation serverSA.

• Tier 2: An authenticated copy of the root PKG public
component,s0P , is made available to the authentica-
tion servers beforehand. If authenticity verification of
the root PKG public component, and fine-grained re-
vocation of the servers’ public keys are required, then



an infrastructure, such as a PKI2, would be required at
the domain server tier.

Each domain server3 holds a copy of the passwords of
the users in its respective domain. The domain servers
also act as the domain PKG, in that they own a master
secret (sA andsB, respectively) which is used to ex-
tract decryption keys during a protocol run with their
respective domain users. The associated server public
components aresAP andsBP , respectively.

• Tier 3: At the bottom tier, each user holds a password
which he shares with his domain server. We will ex-
plain how this is defined and derived in Section 4.

4 Protocol

In our identity-based setting, a userA holds a low-
entropy secret, the passwordPWA and her authentication
serverSA holds the matching imagePWSA

[A], as defined
in [1]. In our protocol, we assumePWSA

[A] = PWA, al-
though they may be different in actual protocol implemen-
tations. We then set the transformed password asπA =
H1(A‖SA‖PWA), whereH1 is a full-domain hash func-
tion from{0, 1}∗ into G∗1 (as defined in Section 2). We use
{·}πA

to denote a password-based mask generation func-
tion [1] under a passwordπA (henceforth, we refer to a
password as a transformed password using a full-domain
hash of the password). For instance,{aP}πA

denotes en-
crypting a Diffie-Hellman (DH) valueaP with a password
πA, which in turn, implies calculating the addition ofaP

andπA. To decrypt and recoveraP , one can simply sub-
tractπA from {aP}πA

.
We use ˆPK andPK to represent a secret public key [9]

and a standard public key, respectively. We use the notation
EncA(·) to indicate asymmetric encryption withA’s public
key and based on the Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme.

Our identity-based four-party password authenticated
key exchange (ID-4-PAKE) protocol, as depicted in Proto-
col 1, can be described as follows:

1. A → B : A,B, SA, aP
To begin,A sends an initiating message toB. The mes-
sage contains the identities of: (i) initiator, (ii) recipient,
and (iii) initiator’s authentication server.A also includes an
ephemeral DH valueaP , wherea ∈ Z

∗

q is a randomly se-
lected secret value.

2. B → SB : B,A, SB , SA, bP, aP
In step (2), upon receiving the initiating message fromA, B
randomly selects a secret valueb ∈ Z

∗

q and computes his
DH valuebP . B then forwards this value and the original

2It is worth noting that standard revocation techniques suchas CRLs
and OCSP can be adopted in the identity-based setting.

3We will use ‘domain servers’ and ‘authentication servers’ interchange-
ably.

message that he received fromA to his authentication server
SB.

3. SB → SA : B, A, SB, SA, EncSA
(B, A, SB, SA, byP,

nB), aP
WhenSB receives the message in step 2 fromB, it identifies
the intended communicating target (A) and the correspond-
ing authentication server (SA). Subsequently,SB randomly
chooses a secret valuey ∈ Z

∗

q and computesbyP . SB also
chooses a noncenB . The values ofbyP andnB , and the
identities ofA, B, SA andSB are then encrypted using a
public key computed from a current date andSA’s identifier.
The resulting ciphertext and other information, such asSB ’s
identity andA’s chosen DH valueaP , are sent toSA.

SB → B : B, A,SB , SA, {yP + sBP}πB
, sBP

In parallel with4 the previous message fromSB to SA, SB

computes its DH valueyP which is then sent toB along
with SB ’s public componentsBP . Note thatyP is added to
sBP , and encrypted underB’s passwordπB because the DH
value will be used later for bothSB andB to authenticate
each other. The rationale for addingyP and sBP before
their sum is encrypted usingπB is to resist active insider
attackers; this will become clearer in Section 5.

4. SA → SB : EncSB
(A, B, SA, SB , axP, byP, nA, nB)

As with what SB did in the previous step,SA randomly
selects a secret valuex ∈ Z

∗

q , and then computes a com-
posite DH valueaxP . SA also selects a noncenA. The
message(A,B, SA, SB, axP, byP, nA, nB), encrypted un-
derSB ’s daily public key, is forwarded toSB. Note thatSA

includes the DH valuebyP and the noncenB , in the message
to authenticate itself toSB .

SA → A : A, B, SA, SB , {xP + sAP}πA
, sAP

At the same time,SA computes its DH valuexP . The value
xP is added tosAP , and transmitted toA encrypted with
A’s passwordπA. Other information such asSB ’s iden-
tity andSA’s public componentsAP is also included in the
transmission.

B → SB : EncB̂(B, SB, rB)
B recoversyP using his password and by subtracting
sBP , and computes the composite DH valuebyP , which
in turn is used to calculate a secret public keŷPKB =
H1(B‖A‖πB‖SB‖SA‖byP ). This secret public key is then
used to encrypt the identities ofB andSB, and a chosen ran-
dom noncerB, and produce a ciphertext which could only
be decrypted by a party who can extract the matching private
key of ˆPKB.

5. A → SA : EncÂ(A,SA, rA)
In this step,A encrypts a message that contains the identi-
ties of A and SA, and a fresh random numberrA, with a
secret public key ˆPKA = H1(A‖B‖πA‖SA‖SB‖axP ).
Note that ˆPKA can be computed byA only after she has
successfully recoveredxP obtained fromSA.

SB → SA : H4(SB , SA, byP, axP,nB , nA)
This hash value is generated bySB to authenticate itself to

4It makes sense that oncey has been chosen,SB can produce and send
the relevant messages toSA andB simultaneously.



Protocol 1 ID-4-PAKE Protocol

A SA SB B

(1)
A, B, SA, aP

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(2)
B, A, SB , SA, bP, aP

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(3) B, A, SB, SA, B, A, SB , SA,

EncSA
(B, A, SB , SA, byP, nB), aP

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
{yP + sBP}πB

, sBP
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(4) A, B, SA, SB ,

{xP + sAP}πA
, sAP

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
EncSB

(A, B, SA, SB , axP, byP, nA, nB)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Enc
B̂

(B, SB , rB)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(5) axyP,

Enc
Â

(A, SA, rA)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

H4(B, A, SB , SA, byP, axP, nB , nA)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

MACrB
(B, A, SB , SA, byP, axyP )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(6) bxyP,

MACrA
(A, B, SA, SB , axP, bxyP )

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
H4(B, A, SB , SA, bP, aP, KAB)

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

SA by proving toSA that it has recovered the DH valueaxP
and the noncenA successfully.

SB → B : axyP, MACrB
(B, A,SB , SA, byP, axyP )

Here,SB decrypts the ciphertext fromSA in step (4) and re-
coversaxP . It then calculates a composite DH valueaxyP .
Additionally, SB generates a MAC value by taking as in-
put rB and the message(B, A, SB, SA, byP, axyP ). The
axyP value and the MAC value would be sent toB.

6. SA → A : bxyP, MACrA
(A, B, SA, SB , axP, bxyP )

In the final step, analogous to the message fromSB to
B in the previous step,SA computes the relevant com-
posite DH valuebxyP . The value ofbxyP and a MAC
value derived from the relevant information, as specified
above, are transmitted toA. The session keyKAB =
F (A,B, SA, SB , abxyP ) is shared betweenA and B,
whereF is a key derivation function.

B → A : H4(B,A, SB , SA, bP, aP, KAB)
The above hash value is computed byB and sent toA to
provide key confirmation. This signifies the completion of a
successful run of Protocol 1.

5 Security Analysis

Mutual Authentication. In Protocol 1, each party con-
tributes a DH component for the generation of a session
key KAB. The DH values chosen by the servers,xP and
yP , are added to the respective servers’ public components,
sAP andsBP , and encrypted under the users’ passwords,
πA andπB , respectively. IfSA can successfully decrypt
the ciphertextEnc

Â
(A, SA, rA) such that the identities of

A andSA are revealed in the resulting plaintext,A is au-
thenticated toSA. This is becauseA can only construct the
correct ˆPKA = H1(A‖B‖πA‖SA‖SB‖axP ) if she could

recover the rightxP from SA using her passwordπA, and
thus generate the proper ciphertext forSA.

On the other hand,SA is authenticated toA if A can
derive the same MAC value as what she received fromSA.
This indicates thatSA has successfully extracted the match-
ing private key of ˆPKA using its master secretsA and sub-
sequently recoveredrA chosen byA.

In a similar fashion betweenA andSA, B andSB au-
thenticate each other using similar techniques.

The mutual authentication betweenSA and
SB is straightforward. In step (3), SB sends
EncSA

(B, A, SB, SA, byP, nB) to SA, encrypted under
PKSA

= H1(SA‖date). The corresponding decryption
private key has been obtained bySA from the Root PKG at
the start of each day.SA decrypts the contents and recovers
byP and nB, which it would then encrypt together with
axP andnA, and send toSB in step (4). IfSB recovers
byP andnB successfully by decrypting the message,SA

is authenticated toSB. In a similar way, whenSA receives
the hash value fromSB in step (5) and is able to compute
the same hash value, it proves thatSB has decrypted the
message fromSA, andSB is authenticated toSA.

We remark that the last message in step (6) fromB to A

is essential to confirm thatB has authenticated himself to
SB and that he has calculated the same session key asA.
This is becauseB would only receive the value ofaxyP

from SB after he is authenticated toSB, which will enable
him to calculate the session key. As forA, she would re-
ceive the value ofbxyP from SA after she has been authen-
ticated toSA. This in turn allowsA to calculate the same
session key and verifyB’s key confirmation message.

We remark that a client is clearly unable to mount a



successful insider attack to break the mutual authentication
between two servers, as it does not have any server’s
decryption key, and thus cannot recover either of the
nonces,nA andnB.

Offline Guessing. An adversaryE cannot deduce any
useful information by attempting to decrypt{xP +sAP}πA

(resp.{yP + sBP}πB
) with a guessed passwordπ′A (resp.

π′B) and then subtract the resulting decryption bysAP

(resp. sBP ). This is because the use of any candidate
password will result in a random point inG1. Similarly,
since the Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme is probabilistic
and secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks
(IND-ID-CCA) [2], E cannot learn any useful information
from the ciphertext produced.

Active Attacks and Online Guessing. We observe that
even though the servers’ public componentssAP and
sBP are sent in the clear and unauthenticated,E cannot
mount man-in-the-middle attacks by impersonatingSA

or SB. SupposeE tries to impersonateSA by replacing
the message (A, B, SA, SB, {xP + sAP}πA

, sAP ) with
(A, B, SA, SB, {x′P + s′AP}π′

A
, s′AP ), of which the

master secrets′A and the valuex′P are known toE, and
π′A is a guessed password fromE’s password dictionary.
However,E cannot predict, in polynomial time,̂PKA that
A computes and thus extract the corresponding private key.
The reason for this is that, assumingA recovers a DH value
x′′P with the correct passwordπA, the only way forE to
correctly predict the valuex′′ (in order to computeax′′P )
is to solve the ECDL problem.

Forward Secrecy. Based on similar reasoning as the
previous, even ifSA’s master secret (sA) is exposed,
the probability of guessing the correct password (πA) or
recovering a past session key appears to be negligible. The
adversary is unable to verify a password guess because
decrypting by any guess will result in a random point in
G1. In trying to calculate a past session key, the adversary
is hindered by his lack of knowledge of any past ephemeral
DH (secret) values, which contributed to the session key.
Thus we conjecture that Protocol 1 has the property of
forward secrecy.

Insider Attacks by Weakly Honest Servers. We define
a weakly honest serveras a server, saySB, that attempts
to either impersonate a userA from another domain to the
user’s domain serverSA, or to guessA’s password. Three
related attacks are conceivable. In the first attack,SB at-
tempts to guess the passwordπA. SB swaps thesAP

value whichSA sends toA in cleartext in step (4) with his
own chosens′AP (where he knowss′A). A will be now
manipulated to calculate a secret public key of the form

ˆPK
′

A = H1(A‖B‖πA‖SA‖SB‖a(xP + sAP − s′AP )),
and to encrypt(A, SA, rA) under this key. The question is
whether or notSB can extract the corresponding decryption
key with high probability by brute-forcing the password,
since he holds the master secrets′A. SB has receivedaxP

from SA in step (4), and he also knows(sAP − s′AP ). But

he remains unable to construct the secret public keyˆPK
′

A

because he is unable to obtain the value ofa(sAP−s′AP ) to
calculate(axP +a(sAP −s′AP )). The difficulty of finding
the value is equivalent to solving the ECDL problem.

In the second attack,SB attempts to impersonateA to
SA. SB allows the message whichSA sends toA in step
(4) to proceed unmodified.SB intercepts the message from
A to SA in step (5), and substitutes it with his own message.
The question is whether or notSB can construct the secret
public key ˆPKA = H1(A‖B‖πA‖SA‖SB‖axP ). SB has
negligible probability of doing this correctly in one online
guessing attempt, because he does not knowπA andsA.

In the third attack,SB attempts to perform an offline
dictionary attack againstπA after obtaining the transcript
of a successful protocol run.SB knows the value ofaxP .
The question is whether or notSB can find the correctπA

and calculate the correct̂PKA. SinceSB does not hold
the master secretsA, he cannot extract a corresponding de-
cryption key to verify a guess. The high entropy ofrA en-
sures that the attack based on matching encryptions under
guessed ˆPKA values with that transmitted byA is resisted.

Likwise, the protocol resists attacks in whichSA instead
of SB is assuming the weakly honest server role.

6 Comparison

We now compare our protocol to other related protocols.

PKI-Kerberos. Kerberos can be used to achieve cross-
realm authentication (PKCROSS) by using public key
cryptographic techniques. The messages exchanged
between two Key Distribution Centres (KDCs) closely
follow the PKINIT specification [13]. Cross-realm
KDC-to-KDC authentication is analogous to our ID-
4-PAKE. But if a KDC’s private key is compromised,
then past keying material is exposed; PKCROSS does
not fulfil our definition of perfect forward secrecy.

Yeh-Sun KAAP/KTAP. In [12], two protocols were pro-
posed – a key transport version (KTAP) and a key
agreement version (KAAP); we are primarily con-
cerned with the latter. Like the PKI-Kerberos, the Yeh-
Sun proposals require the clients to obtain the servers’
static public keys, and hence a PKI which interacts di-
rectly with the clients is required. In both protocols,
if the private key of a server is compromised, then the
password can be found easily. Thus, these do not fully
satisfy the property of perfect forward secrecy.



Performance/Protocol PKI-Kerberos 3-HK-PAKE YS-KAAP ID-4-PAKE
# message rounds 8 8 6 6
# asymmetric cryptographic operations 12 8 6 8
# asymmetric cryptographic operations per client 3 1 1 1

Table 1. Performance Comparison

Three 2-party Key Agreements. We consider a protocol
derived from two 2-party password-authenticated key
agreements using servers’ static public keys, and one
server-to-server 2-party key agreement. Surveying
the literature on 2-party password-authenticated key
agreement protocols [7], the most efficient ones have
the minimum of three message rounds. Using the
Halevi-Krawczyk scheme [6] (HK-PAKE), which is
provably secure, as a building block and proceeding
straightforwardly, we can derive a scheme which has
a total message round number of 8, which also corre-
sponds with that suggested by Yeh and Sun [12]. How-
ever, in HK-PAKE, if the server’s long-term private
key is compromised, then the user’s password is ex-
posed to dictionary attack.

It is possible to imagine a composed three 2-party
key agreement protocol in which the two client-to-
server key agreements are mediated by ephemeral pub-
lic keys. This would confer the benefit of certificate-
free operation at the client side. However, we note that
the server-to-server key agreement would still need to
rely on servers’ authenticated public keys — implying
an infrastructure would nevertheless be required at the
server level. We conjecture that the composition would
require at least the same number of message rounds as
a straightforwardly composed 3-HK-PAKE protocol.

Performance Comparison. We consider the total num-
ber of message rounds for a protocol to run successfully
and the incurred asymmetric cryptographic operations (i.e.
encryption/decryption and signing/verification).

Table 1 compares the relative performance of various
protocols. The table shows that our protocol is comparable
to YS-KAAP and more efficient than the others. In addition,
our protocol requires considerably minimal communication
bandwidth because it is certificate-free. Moreover, users of
our protocol do not rely on PKI when executing a protocol
run, a significant advantage over the other protocols.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a password-authenticated protocol for
inter-domain key agreement using identity-based cryptog-
raphy and the concept of secret public keys. We also pre-

sented heuristic security analysis of our protocol. Compar-
isons have been made with related protocols, revealing that
our protocol is efficient and viable.

For future work, we will attempt to reduce the message
complexity, and work on the formal security analysis of our
protocol.
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